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HARDWORKING NEW YORKERS SIMPLY CAN NO LONGER AFFORD REP.
MALLIOTAKIS’ BACKWORD-LOOKING AGENDA

Rep. Malliotakis has repeatedly proven herself a corporate shill and MAGA extremist, firmly opposed
to lowering costs for working families, womens’ access to reproductive care, and cracking down on
greedy corporations. But don’t just take our word for it. Malliotakis’ record speaks for itself.

☑ AGAINST  LOWERING RX DRUG COSTS
Rep. Malliotakis – who personally invests in Pfizer and Johnson and Johnson – has taken thousands from1

drug companies – and repeatedly votes against lowering the price of prescription drugs. It’s bad enough2 3

that New Yorkers are having to struggle with the skyrocketing cost of prescription drugs. But her
constituents also face Malliotakis having a vested interest in continuing to protect industry profits at
their expense.

☑ AGAINST LOWERING FOOD PRICES
The cost of groceries may be at all-time highs in New York City, but if Congresswoman Malliotakis has4

her way, they’ll be even higher. Not only has Mallotakis refused to hold greedy corporations accountable
for price gouging consumers, but she voted against bipartisan legislation to bring down prices and help5

get food on shelves faster. She even voted against helping get more baby formula on shelves.6 7

☑  AGAINST LOWERING ENERGY COSTS
Rep. Malliotakis – who invests personally in Exxon — has taken more than  $115,000 from oil and gas8

companies and voted against stopping price gouging by oil companies, allowing greedy corporations to9 10

rake in tens of billions in record profits. She also voted against historic investments in clean energy11

production that would save the average household $1,800 per year on energy bills.12
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☑ SIDES WITH WEALTHY LANDLORDS
While New Yorkers struggle to pay rent and keep a roof over their heads, America’s 61 billionaire landlords
have increased their wealth by $24.4 billion since the pandemic’s start. Instead of advocating for her13

constituents, Malliotakis stands firmly on the side of wealthy landlords and real estate lobbyists – which
contribute nearly $583,000 to her campaign – in vehemently opposing extending eviction protections14

for tenants during emergencies.15

☑ CAREER ANTI-CHOICE POLITICIAN
Rep. Malliotakis is a career anti-choice politician who has voted against codifying Roe while serving in
the NY State Assembly and Congress , including after SCOTUS’ devastating Roe reversal destroyed16 17

years of progress in women's rights. Malliotakis even voted against legislation protecting women’s18

constitutional right to travel across state lines to receive the care they need amid extreme new laws from
states that threaten to arrest doctors and punish women and those who help them. Not stopping at
abortion, Malliotakis also voted against legislation to guarantee the right to obtain and use birth control.19
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